who had already settled in Christchurch. He did not spend long with them. In 1888, he moved to Otago, and also spent some time as a rabbiter and shepherd in Southland. He also travelled to the Aparima River and Lake Manapouri. On 8 May 1890, while Wright was living in Otautau, the Otago Witness published his poem 'Manapouri'. In the following year, Wright was employed as a shepherd in Puketoi and during his time there contributed more than fifty poems to the Otago Witness, and was published in the Christchurch Press under the pseudonym 'Cleggs' before moving to Tabletops in the Hakataramea valley and working on Scobie Mackenzie's station in early 1894. During this time Wright wrote poems inspired by the New Zealand landscape, he wrote of people he met, and the jobs they performed. He romanticised the bush, the tussock-country and the campfire, and these themes, entrenched in classical forms, endeared him to the colonial New Zealand public.
While he was still living in the Hakataramea valley, Wright began to write prose fiction. His poems were still published in the Otago Witness, with greater frequency than before, but his short stories gained him wider acclaim. Although he won the Otago Witness Prize Story Competition on 17 Dec 1896 for 'Mates; A Tale of the Gold Coast', under the pseudonym 'Rimu', and published seven more short stories in the same weekly, Wright was better known in Otago for his poetry. It was in Canterbury that he was known for his short stories, which often appeared in the Christchurch Weekly Press.
In 1896, Wright published his first collection of poems, Aorangi and other verses. This collection was not well received. Early in 1897, Wright moved to Dunedin, with the encouragement and financial assistance of his father, and enrolled as a student at the University of Otago, and he won the Stuart Prize for poetry with the poem 'Queen Victoria, 1837 : 1897 ('Crockery Bob') , to whom the poem 'The Hawker's Cart' is dedicated, financed the publication of Station Ballads, and its released coincided with the Patearoa annual race-meeting day on 6 November 1897. The collection was popular, with half the edition selling out on the first day, and the remaining copies were all sold before the end of the month. Moses' and 'George Street' appeared in 1911 . Wright contributed regularly using all of these pseudonyms, and including his own name (or initials) they account for nearly fifteen hundred contributions (mostly in verse) to the Bulletin between his first publication in 1907, to his death in 1928. At the time of publication of Wright's work, his various pseudonyms were not widely known, and sometime three or four of the main pseudonyms would appear in the same issue of the Bulletin.
In Australia, Wright's style of writing changed from that which he wrote in New Zealand. He began to explore traditional forms and often wrote on classical and Irish themes, looking back to his youth in Ireland. Wright viewed this kind of writing as his 'serious' work, and often used his own name when publishing it. He also wrote a great deal of political and social satirical verse, he viewed this as his 'light' work, and commonly signed it with one of his various pseudonyms. Aside from this distinction between his 'serious' and 'light' work, there seems little to separate the styles that Wright employed when writing under different pen names. From 1918, Wright lived with the poet and actress, Zora Cross, at Glenbrook, Blue Mountains, with whom he had two daughters. Cross championed Wright's poetry and tried unsuccessfully to publish collected works after his death. In 1918, however, Wright published his only collection of poems written in Australia. An Irish Heart (1918) contained some of Wright's poems on Irish themes written after 1913. An Irish Heart was received positive critical comments in Australia, and his reputation as an Australian poet relied largely on this collection until his death. Also in 1918, Wright completed his longest satirical poem, 'Apollo in George Street', which is perhaps even the only example of such a work during that period of Australian literature. The poem, 'Apollo in George Street' remains unpublished, but provides insight into contemporary writers, and artists from one in an ideal position to criticise them, the editor of the Red Page.
Up until his resignation from the Sydney Bulletin, Wright continued to write prolifically. Wright himself was most proud of his later poems, particularly those on classical and Irish themes, and he experimented with traditional forms later in his career. In 1920, he published, in the Sydney Bulletin, a sequence of fifteen sonnets called a 'Crown of Sonnets', in which the last 'Master Sonnet' is entirely composed of the first lines from the first fourteen sonnets. In addition to other structural and rhyme constraints, it is a remarkable achievement to produce a 'Master Sonnet' that makes any sense, let alone forms a conclusion to the logic of the sequence. This sonnet sequence displays Wright's Indeed, it is also a tribute to his popularity that Wright's verse continued to be published in the Sydney Bulletin for five years following his death.
During his lifetime, Wright was never appreciated by his contemporaries for the sheer volume and range of his work that appeared in print. In New Zealand he was best known for his contribution to the rural ballad tradition. In Australia he was best known for his Irish poetry, and by critics as the editor of the Poetical Works of Henry Lawson. He was, by any standards, a remarkably prolific writer, with a colourful personal life. Despite his unsettled childhood, background as a working man turned clergyman, and career as a professional writer with a bohemian lifestyle, he wrote using conventional forms and themes, that in the eyes of critics did not set him apart from other writers of his time. Now, however, as literary historians rediscover and attribute more works to Wright, they are becoming more aware of his versatility and passion as a writer in early Australia and New Zealand.
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